
 
 
 

 
 

Press release 

VIV Asia 2019 will welcome AGRAGEX in Bangkok, 

which will come along with 30 Spanish livestock 

product manufacturers 

 VIV Asia is one of the main livestock fairs in the Asian continent 

 It will be held in the Thai capital city from the 13th to the 15th of March 

Leioa, 7th of March, 2019.- The Spanish Association of Manufacturers-Exporters of Agricultural 

Machinery and its Components (AGRAGEX) will attend the latest VIV Asia Fair, one of the most 

important livestock product fairs in the Asian continent, which will be held in Bangkok from 

the 13th to the 15th of March. 

The livestock sector, in all its aspects (animal health, nutrition, equipment, breeding and 

reproduction), is the main actor in this worldwide meeting, which, in the 2017 event, 

welcomed 46,000 visitors from 127 countries that could learn about the products and services 

exhibited by 1,250 businesses from all around the world. 

In this occasion, along with AGRAGEX, the following Spanish companies will showcase their 

innovations for the animal farming sector in VIV Asia 2019: Andrés Pintaluba (stand H106.500); 

Aruas Poultry Equipment (stand H099.3615); Bbzix (stand H.106.408); Bioibérica (stand 

H102.2465); Bioplagen (stand H106.603); CPC (stand H104.1609); Dex Ibérica (stand 

H104.1514); Dilus Laboratories (stand H104.1520); Divasa-Farmavic (stand H106.507); Exafan 

(stand H100.3200); Ferrer Healthtech-Interquim (stand H104.1601); FM Grupo (stand 

H100.3120); Global Feed (stand H104.1301); Farm Faes (Ingaso Farm-Tecnovit) (stand 

H104.1615); Kromschroeder (stand H100.3226); Kubus (stand H100.3031); Lemasa (stand 

H104.1607); Livisto (stand H106.400); Maymo (stand H106.605); Norel (stand H104.1400); 

Produmix (stand H104.1500); Rotecna (stand H100.3223); Sepiolsa-Minersa (stand H105.810); 

Silos Córdoba (stand H099.3422); SP Veterinaria (stand H106.501); Super’s Diana (stand 

H106.506); Symaga (stand H099.3534); Tegasa (stand H104.1508); Trisal (stand H104.1621); 

and Zucami (stand H100.3341). 

http://www.pintaluba.com/
http://www.aruas.com/
https://www.bbzix.com/
https://www.bioiberica.com/es
http://www.bioplagen.com/
http://www.cpcfeed.es/
http://dexiberica.com/
http://diluslabs.com/
http://www.divasa-farmavic.com/es/
http://www.exafan.com/
https://www.ferrer.com/ferrer-healthtech
http://www.fmgrupo.com/
http://www.globalfeed.es/es/
https://faesfarma.com/lineas-de-negocio/farm-faes/
http://www.kromschroeder.es/
https://kubus-sa.com/
http://www.lemasa.es/
https://www.livisto.es/es/livisto/
http://maymo.es/
https://norel.net/
https://produmix.com/es/
https://www.rotecna.com/
http://www.sepiolsa.com/
https://siloscordoba.com/
http://www.spveterinaria.net/
http://www.supersdiana.com/
https://www.symaga.com/
https://www.tegasa.com/
http://www.trisal.com/
http://www.zucami.com/


 
 
 

 
 

The main objective of AGRAGEX with its attendance to Bangkok is to strengthen the presence 

of its associates in the Southeast Asian market, which is increasingly becoming more and more 

important for our exports. 

‘VIV Asia is one of the main animal farming events, not only in Thailand, but in all the Asian 

continent, because it attracts visitors from countries such as Malaysia, Singapore, Vietnam, 

South Korea, Mongolia, India or Pakistan. Every year – this is the 14th edition of VIV Asia – its 

numbers become bigger, which means that attending the Fair is almost mandatory for the 

sector’ says Diana Fernández, international trade advisor in AGRAGEX. 

On the other hand, Ramón Arboix, International Sales Manager in Kromschroeder, one of the 

companies that will go with AGRAGEX to Bangkok, states that ‘the Asian markets account for a 

big portion of the worldwide poultry and swine production, and the vast majority of them are 

in a very expansive moment that makes the presence of the European companies in this type 

of events indispensable, so that they can maintain and even increase their potential market 

share’. For Arboix, ‘the collaboration with AGRAGEX in the previous preparation of and during 

our presence in the Fair is basic to optimize and maximize the investment involved in the 

attendance to an international event such as VIV Asia’. 

Ferrer Heathtech is one of the other companies that will attend the Fair with the Association. 

According to its Animal Health & Nutrition Division Manager, Mar Serra, VIV Asia is ‘a must 

attend event since Southeast Asia is a key market’ for the department. ‘The support given by 

AGRAGEX’, she remarks, ‘is an invaluable tool that makes the management of the event much 

easier, as they provide us with assistance before and during the event, besides promoting the 

quality of the Spanish-made products and the goods manufactured by Spanish companies’. 

 

What is AGRAGEX? 

AGRAGEX came to life in 1978 with the aim of helping the associated members in the opening of 

foreign markets. 

It belongs to the AGEX group, along with three other sectorial associations: FUNDIGEX (ferrous and 

non ferrous castings), SIDEREX (steelworks) and MAFEX (railway industry). All of them have been 

dedicated to international promotion for 40 years. 



 
 
 

 
 

The nonprofit association has 107 members from different subsectors (machinery, components, 

irrigation, crop protection, greenhouses, fertilizers, post-harvest, silos, livestock farming equipment, 

animal health and food, forestry and biomass). All of them amount to over 50% of total exports of the 

Spanish agricultural and livestock sector. 

 


